Morality Mathematically
Tests in basic arithmetic can check for mathematical skill.
But tests of obedience can check if our heart is ill.
Written by God’s own finger, not by man or by quill,
His Law is the heavenly test for humanity still.
Will we disobey and even lie, steal, or kill?
Or will we obey our Creator and accept His perfect will?
It depends on whether our hearts are warm or whether they have a chill.
God’s Ten Commandments aren't just “ten suggestions” to instill.
Still, many have asked, “Are all ten relevant still?”
The sacrifice of Christ on Calvary’s blood-stained hill
was not to erase the Commandments — not to empty, but to fill.
Jesus said of the Law, “I came not to destroy, but to fulfill.”
Some believers believe that breaking one of them shows no ill.
But Christ also warned that if someone breaks one, he’s guilty of breaking all still.
For it shows that he chose to break the Law instead of his wicked will.
Commandment #4, the gift of rest, has not been omitted (and never will).
It starts with “Remember,” but Satan says “Forget” so we’ll never rest but be ill.
In earthly equations, 10 minus 1 equals 9 (an easy but evil math skill).
In heavenly math, the answer is zero (like winter’s frozen chill).
Choosing to omit Commandment #4 (or more) means the keeping of nill.
For it proves they choose to “pick and choose” according to their will.
On the other hand, we who keep #4 might think it’s enough. But is it God’s will
to only keep the seventh day holy — keeping the Sabbath until ...
“sunset” comes — then we sin like the world, showing we’re just as ill?
Keeping one but subtracting nine shows that the heart has “below zero” chill.
So, yes, all ten (for us all) are relevant still.

